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Abstract

Thesis is divided into two categories - ”Marginal MAP for Markov Logic” and

”Fine Grained Learning inMarkov Logic”. Former one involves devising rules for

performing Lifted inference of MAPMarginal Problem inMarkov Logic

Networks. Problems of LiftedMAP Inference and LiftedMarginal Inference have

been studied earlier. These involves development of certain rules which can be

applied at first-order level. This thesis studies those rules in the perspective of

Marginal MAP and discusses modification required in those rules for their

applicability.

In later half it discuss learning inMarkov Logic. Markov Logic combines First

order logic andMarkov Networks to capture relationships and uncertainties.

Traditional methods tie the parameters of all groundings of first order formula. In

this thesis, the objective is to identify hidden subtypes among constants present

in the data and exploiting it to tie the parameters of subsets of groundings of a

first order formula.
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To do good is noble. To tell others to do good is even nobler
and much less trouble.

Mark Twain

1
Introduction toMarkov Logic

Markov Logic Network (MLN) is a set of pairs (fi,wi), where fi is a first
order formula, and wi is the weight of the corresponding formula. wi indicates
how likely it is that the formula fi is true in the world. Larger the weight, larger is
the probability of formula being true. In the extreme case, a weight can be
infinite, which means a formula is true for every object i.e. the formula becomes
pure first order logic formula. AnMLN acts as a template for creating a Markov
Network, in which each ground atom becomes a node, and each ground formula
defines a feature of the model.
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No great man lives in vain. The history of the world is but the
biography of great men.

Thomas Carlyle

2
MarginalMAP Inference inMarkov Logic

MarginalMAP Inference,This is still in Progress
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I believe alien life is quite common in the universe, although
intelligent life is less so. Some say it has yet to appear on planet
Earth.

Stephen Hawking

3
FineGrained Learning inMarkov Logic

Fine grained learning,This is still in Progress
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